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Abstract
Protein design is challenging because it requires searching through a vast combinatorial space that is only sparsely functional. Self-supervised learning approaches
offer the potential to navigate through this space more effectively and thereby
accelerate protein engineering. We introduce a sequence denoising autoencoder
(DAE) that learns the manifold of protein sequences from a large amount of potentially unlabelled proteins. This DAE is combined with a function predictor
that guides sampling towards sequences with higher levels of desired functions.
We train the sequence DAE on more than 20M unlabeled protein sequences spanning many evolutionarily diverse protein families and train the function predictor
on approximately 0.5M sequences with known function labels. At test time, we
sample from the model by iteratively denoising a sequence while exploiting the
gradients from the function predictor. We present a few preliminary case studies of
protein design that demonstrate the effectiveness of this proposed approach, which
we refer to as “deep manifold sampling”, including metal binding site addition,
function-preserving diversification, and global fold change.
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Introduction

Protein design has led to remarkable results in past decades in synthetic biology, agriculture, medicine,
and nanotechnology, including the development of new enzymes, peptides and biosensors [1].
However, sequence space is large, discrete, and sparsely functional [2], where only a small fraction of
sequences may fold into stable structural conformations. Taken together, these considerations present
important challenges for automated and efficient exploration of design space.
Building on previous works on representation learning from large-scale protein sequence data [3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8], we introduce a novel generative model-based approach called “deep manifold sampling” for
accelerating function-guided protein design to explore sequence space more effectively. By combining
a sequence denoising autoencoder (DAE) with a function classifier trained on roughly 0.5M sequences
with known function annotations from the Swiss-Prot database [9], our deep manifold sampler is
capable of generating diverse sequences of variable length with desired functions. Moreover, we
conjecture that by using a non-autoregressive approach, our deep manifold sampler is able to perform
more effective sampling than previous autoregressive models.
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Related Work

Recent work has demonstrated success in learning semantically-rich representations of proteins that
encapsulate both biophysical and evolutionary properties. In particular, language models (LM) using
bi-directional long short-term memory (LSTM) [10] and attention-based [5] architectures and trained
on protein sequences have yielded useful representations for many downstream tasks, including
secondary structure and contact map predictions [5], structural comparison [10], remote homology
detection [7], protein engineering and fitness landscape inference [3], and function prediction [11].
Other studies have focused on generative modeling for producing realistic protein structures —
for example, using Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) for creating pairwise distance maps
[12] and variational autoencoders (VAE) for 3D coordinate generation of protein backbones [13] —
and designing new sequences. One advantage in formulating a design problem with sequences has
traditionally been the relative availability of data as compared to experimentally-determined structures.
Balakrishnan et al. [14] used graphical models trained on multiple sequence alignments (MSA) to
sample new sequences. More recently, VAEs [15, 16] have been used for designing novel enzymes
and T-cell receptor proteins, obviating the need for MSA, but they have been largely limited to a
single family of proteins. Additionally, a few generative models have been proposed for conditional
design [17, 6, 8]: Greener et al. [17] use a VAE conditioned on structural features for generating
sequences with metal binding sites, Madani et al. [6] use a conditional LM for sampling proteins,
where each amino acid is sampled sequentially, and Shin et al. [8] use an autoregressive model to
generate a nanobody sequence library with high expression levels.
Motivated by conditional design as translation task, we develop an approach for generating protein
sequences with desired functions, where sequences are translated from an input sequence to an
output sequence with higher property values. Our deep manifold sampling approach uses a denoising
autoencoder (DAE), a self-supervised model that implicitly estimates the structure of the datagenerating density by denoising stochastically corrupted training examples [18, 19, 20, 21]. We use a
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) process [21] to sample from the density function learned by the
encoder. We corrupt this sample and repeat the procedure above to produce a chain of samples from
the DAE.
We also consider known issues with autoregressive models including decoding latency [22, 23],
difficulty of parallelization at inference time [24, 25, 26], and exposure bias at test-time generation
[27, 28]. By using a non-autoregressive modeling strategy, our deep manifold sampler is capable
of predicting multiple mutations — including insertions and deletions — at different positions in
a given sequence resulting in sequences of varying lengths. We conjecture that in doing so, our
manifold sampler enables effective exploration of the overall fitness landscape of properties, resulting
in diverse protein designs with desirable properties.

3

Methods

We propose to learn a protein sequence manifold by training a DAE on a large database of observed
sequences spanning multiple protein families. Moreover, to ensure that generated sequences satisfy a
set of desired functional constraints, we combine a protein function classifier with the DAE to guide
sampling.
3.1

A sequence denoising autoencoder

Our goal is to generate a diverse set of protein sequences that exhibit a high level of a desired function
using a sequence DAE [29]. We want to map an input sequence X̃ to a target sequence X, where
X always has a higher level of some desired protein function than X̃. We formulate this task as a
language modeling problem, where we model the joint probability of the tokens of a target protein
sequence X = (x1 , · · · , xL ) of length L given its corrupted version X̃ of length L̃ as:

log p(X|X̃) =

L
X
t=1

2

log p(xt |X̃)

(B)

6TJ5 (chain A)

(A)

PDB: 1AGY (chain A)

Sample 1

>LGRVTMDLTLGNSASLASAIFIHARGSTTGNLLTLPATSYLASALF
GSDGGVLIQGVDGKYRQASDSGNALPARETSSAAIREMLGLGSD
QANITKPTDATLIAGCRSQGAALAAGSIEPDTLSAGRDKIAETDLYT
SNLQIRGGDIPGLVPADAEAVFRNFLDLVLATGPLTIKATHHLAYV
PDAVGPVIEFLILKVRAVISGQSA

64.1% seqid

>>SMTCPPRVREAFALFDTDGDGEISGRDLVLAIRSCGVSPTPDEIKALPMSMAWPDFEAWMSKKLASYNPEEELIKSFKAFD
RSNDGTVSADELSQVMLALGELLSDEEVKAMIKEADPNGTGKIQYANFVKMLLK

Input sequence:

Sample 2

(remove Ca+ binding residues)

>>SMTCPPRVREAFALFTGGISGRDLVLAIRSCGVSPTPDEIKALPMSMAWPDFEAWMSKKLASYNPEEELIKSFKAFDRSND
GTVSADELSQVMLALGELLSDEEVKAMIKEADPNGTGKIQYANFVKMLLK

Iteration 1
>>SPTCPPYVREAFALFVGGEISGRDLVLAIRSSVVSPKPDDKKALLMMSAWPPDEAAMMKLLAYYLEENLIKSFKKADRRND
GTTVAADDLSQVMALLAELLSDEEVKACIKEADLNGTGKIQYANFVKMLLK

>LGRTTRDDLINGNSASCRDVIFIYARGSTETGNLGTLGPSIASNLE
SAFGKDGVWIQGVGGAYRATLGDNALPRGTSSAAIREMLGLFQQ
ANTKCPDATLIAGGYSQGAALAAASIEDLDSAIRDKIAGTVLFGYTK
NLQNRGRIPNYPADRTKVFCNTGDLVCTGSLIVAAPHLAYGPDAR
GPAPEFLIEKVRAVRGSA

>LGRVTTILTLGNSASLADAIFIHARGSTTGNLSTLNATSYLESAQF
GIDGGVLIQGVGGAYRNASDSGNALPARETSSVAIREMLGLGSDL
ANITKCKDATLIAGCYSQGAALAAGSIEPDTLSAIRDKIAATVLFGY
TKNLQIRGGDIPGQVPAYRTAVFCNFLDLVLKTGSLTIKAAHHLAE
VADAVGPVPEFLIEAVRTVISGQSA

46.2% seqid

Iteration 2
>>SECPPYVREAFALFVGGEISGRDDVLAIRSSVVSPKPDDKKALLMMSAEPPDEAAMMKLLAYYGENNLIKSFVKADRRNDG
TTVVADDLSQMMALLAELLSDEEIKACIKEADLNGTGKILYANFVKMLLK

Conditioning on
“cutinase activity”
(GO:0050525)

Iteration 3
>>SEQAPYVREAFALFVGGISGRDDVLAIRSSVVSPKPDDKKALLMMSAEPPDEAAMKLLAYYGERNLAKSFVKADGRGDGTT
VVADDLSQMMALLAELLSDEEIKACIKEEDLNGTGKILYANFVKMLLK

Sample 3

Iteration 4
>>SEKAPYVREAFALFVGGISGRDDVLAIRSSVVSPKPDDKKALLMMSAEPPDREAAMKLLAYYGEDRNLAKFFVKADRGGDG
GTTVVADDSSQFMALLAELLSDEEIKACIKEEDLAGDTGKILYANFVKMLLK

Iteration 5

68.8% seqid

>>SEKAPYVREAFALFVGGISGRDDVLAIRSSVVSPKPDDKKALLMMSAEPPDREAAMKLLAYYGEDRNLAKFFVKADRGGDG
GTTVVADDSSQFMALLAELLSDEEIKACIKEEDLAGDTGKILYANFVKMLLK

Designed sequence:

>LGRVTMDLTLGVSASLADAHFIHARGSFTGNLSTLPAFSYLESAQ
FTSDGGVLIQGVGGAYSNASDSGNALPARETSSAAIREMLGLGSD
QANITKCPDATLIAGCISQGAALAAGSIEIDTLSAIRDKIAATVCFGY
TKNLQIRGGDIPVLVPADRTAVFCNFLDLVLQTGSLTIKAAHHLAY
VPDAVGPVPEFLIEYVRAVISGQSA

Iteration 6

>>SNKAPYQLEDRALFVGGSSGRGVVLAIRSSVVSIKPDKKALLMMSAEPPDLEAAGKLLAYYGEARNLDRFYVKADRDGDGG
TTVVWDDSSQFMALLAELLMEEIKHAIKEEDLAGDTKNILYNFVKMLLK

Designed

Sample 4

Conditioning on
“calcium ion binding”
(GO:0005509)

>LGRVTEDLTLGNSASLADAITIHARGSTTGNLSTLPATSYLESAQ
FGSDGGVLLQGVGGAYRNASCSGNALPARETSSAAIREMLGLGS
DQANITCCPDATLIAGCYSQGAAKAAGVIEPDTVSAIRDKIAATVLE
GYTKNLQIRGGDIPGLVFADRTAVFPAFLDLVLCTGSITIKAAHHLA
YVPDAVGPVPEFLIEAVRAVISGQSA

46.2% seqid
trRosetta

Figure 1: (A) A designed sequence of Ca2+ -binding protein obtained by altering the sequence of
calmodulin, calcium-binding protein (PDB: 6TJ5, chain A) after removing its calcium binding site.
(B) Redesign of fusarium solani pisi cutinase (PDB ID: 1AGY, chain A) cutinases with enhanced
functions.
We model the joint distribution p(X|X̃) with the proposed architecture (Supplementary Fig. 2). First,
we apply a sequence corruption process C(X̃|X) that takes as input sequence X of length L and
returns corrupted version X̃, potentially of different length L̃ (Sec. A.1). The corrupted sequence
X̃ is passed as an input to the encoder Qθ (Z̃|X̃) that maps x̃1 , · · · , x̃L̃ ∈ [0, 1]L̃×22 to a sequence
of continuous representations Z̃ = z̃1 , · · · , z̃L̃ ∈ RL̃×d . To predict the probabilities of target tokens
X = (x1 , · · · xL ), we use a monotonic location-based attention mechanism [25] to transform L̃
vectors of Z̃ into L vectors. The length transform fσ (Z|Z̃, ∆L) takes in Z̃ and the length difference
∆L = L − L̃ and returns the new vectors of the target sequence Z, with L = L̃ + ∆L. fσ (Z|Z̃, ∆L)
PL̃
then computes each zi as a weighted sum of the vectors from the encoder, i.e., zi = j=1 aij z̃j ,
where aij is an attention coefficient computed as in Shu et al. [25]. Z is then passed to the decoder
Pφ (X|Z), which predicts the probabilities of the target tokens.
3.2

Length prediction and transformation

Although the length difference is known during training, it is not readily available at inference time
and must be predicted. We use an approach previously proposed by Shu et al. [25] and Lee et al.
[23] and construct a length predictor as a classifier that outputs a categorical distribution Pη (∆L|Z̃)
over the length difference. The classifier takes in a sequence-level representation obtained by pooling
PL̃
representations z̃ pool = L̃1 i=1 z̃i , and produces a categorical distribution that covers the maximum
range of length differences, [−∆Lmax , ∆Lmax ], where ∆Lmax is determined by the choice of a
corruption process (Supplementary Material, Sec. A.1). The classifier is parameterized by a single,
fully connected linear layer with a sof tmax output.
3.3

A protein function classifier

For conditional sequence design, we incorporate a protein function classifier by training it on the
representations from the encoder of the DAE. The goal is to exploit the error signal from the function
classifier at test time to guide sampling towards sequences with desired functions. We train a multilabel classifier Pω (Y |Z̃) that takes in a latent representation Z̃ from the encoder and that outputs a
3

vector Y of probabilities for each function as well as the classifier’s internal latent representation
Zc . We parameterize Pω with one multi-head attention (MHA) layer that maps the initial sequence
feature representation Z̃ to an internal feature representation, Z̃c , of the same hidden dimension as
PL̃
Z̃, which is pooled to form a protein-level representation; zcpool = L̃1 i=1 z̃ci . This protein-level
representation is passed to single, fully connected layer followed by a point-wise sigmoid function
that returns function probabilities.
3.4

Function-conditioned sampling

We guide sampling towards a target function i at every sampling step by using the gradient of
the function classifier’s predictive probability of i to update the encoder’s vectors and increase the
likelihood of higher expression of the desired target function. At every generation step, we update the
internal state of the encoder as follows:
Z̃ ← Z̃ + 

∇Z̃ log Pω (Yi |Z̃)
||∇Z̃ log Pω (Yi |Z̃)||

where  controls the strength of the function gradients. The output Z̃ is then passed to the length
transform, together with the predicted ∆L sampled from the length predictor, and then to the decoder
(Supplementary Fig. 2).

4

Results

We demonstrate the applicability of our method in three different case studies: 1) adding a function to
an existing fold by installing a binding site (Fig. 1A) 2) diversifying a protein sequence by preserving
its function and salient residues (Fig. 1B), and 3) modifying protein function by globally changing
the protein fold (Supplementary Material, Sec. A.4).
Designing a sequence with a metal binding site. We study the ability of the model to add a
potential metal binding sites to a protein. In particular, we test the model’s ability to recover metal
binding sites by starting the sampling procedure from a sequence of a metal binding protein after
removing the known binding residues, including residues involved in calcium binding (three aspartate
and one glutamic amino acid residues) from a calcium-binding protein (PDB: 6TJ5, chain A; Fig.
1A). Starting from the altered sequence, we perform sampling by conditioning on calcium ion binding
(GO:0005509). After six MCMC steps, we obtain a sequence with a high score for calcium ion
binding and observe a sequence motif frequently found in most known calcium binding proteins (Fig.
1A); highlighted in red). The designed sequence has 48.7% sequence identity to the the starting one.
When folded using the trRosetta package [30], it forms a helix-loop-helix structural domain at the
location of the predicted binding site [31]. The three aspartite amino acids in this loop are negatively
charged and interact with a positively charged calcium ion. The glycine is necessarily due to the
conformational requirements of the backbone [31, 32].
Redesign of cutinases with enhanced functions. We test the ability of model to diversify an
existing protein sequence by preserving the functional residues. Here, we use sequence of fusarium
solani pisi cutinase. Cutinases are responsible for hydrolysis of the protective cutin lipid layer in
plants and thus have been used for hydrolysis of small molecule esters and polyesters. Sampled
sequences obtained after 6 generations of sampling steps with the constrain imposed on cutinase
activity (GO:0050525) are folded by trRosetta. The results are show in Fig.1B with catalytic residues
are highlighted in red. Our function classifier shows the probability scores for cutinase activity of the
designed sequences. We perform multiple sequence alignment of the top scoring sampled sequences
showing the catalytic residues of the initial cutinase (1AGY-A) preserved by our manifold sampling
strategy.
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A
A.1

Supplementary Material
Sequence corruption process

The noise-corruption processes, C(X̃|X), is modeled by perturbing the original sequence by applying one of
three procedures:
• Removing ∆L residues from randomly chosen positions in the input sequence
• Inserting ∆L randomly chosen residues at randomly chosen positions in the input sequence resulting
in a sequence with
• Mutating ∆L randomly chosen residues
where length difference is randomly chosen from a predefined range, ∆L ∈ [−∆Lmax , ∆Lmax ].

A.2

Data collection

Unsupervised training of our model is done using ∼20M sequences from the protein family database, Pfam.
Sequences longer than 1000 residues and shorter than 50 residues are removed from our training set. The dataset
is randomly partitioned into training and validation sets using an 80:20 ratio. Supervised training of the function
predictor is done using protein sequences with annotations for at least one Molecular Function Gene Ontology
(GO) term from the Uniprot database [33]. Only GO terms with at least 50 training examples are considered.
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A.3

Training

We use a Transformer-like architecture [34] to model the encoder and decoder using a stacked MHA layer and
point-wise, fully connected layers with residual connections followed by a layer normalization.
During training, both perturbed input x and target sequence y are given to the model, and the model is aware
of their lengths. However, during inference the length of the target sequence has to be predicted first. Given a
sequence-level embedding vector, zpool we train the model to predict the length difference between ly and lx .
In our implementation, p(ly − lx |zpool ) is modeled as a softmax probability distribution that covers the length
difference [−∆Lmax , ∆Lmax ]. During inference, the length of the target sequence automatically adapts itself
by first predicting the length difference and then by transforming the input sequence into the target sequence
using the upsampling step presented in Section 3.2.

Algorithm 1: Manifold sampler
Input: input sequence: X 0 ; GO term index i, param 
Output: sampled sequences: {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X Tsteps }
for t = 0, . . . , Tsteps do
• Perturb sequence X̃ t ∼ C(X̃|X t );
• Compute latent representation: Z̃ t ∼ Qθ (Z̃|X̃ t );
• Compute gradient of the target GO term label probability w.r.t. classifier’s internal states:
∇tZ̃ = ∂PW (Y∂ Z̃=Yi |Z̃) ;
• Apply gradients to latent representation to increase activation of desired function;
• Sample length difference: ∆Lt ∼ Pη (∆L|Z̃);
• Compute latent representation of the target sequence: Z t = fσ (Z̃ + ∇tZ̃ , ∆Lt )
• Sample new sequence from the decoder: X t+1 ∼ Pφ (X|Z t )
end

training

𝑋
sequence
perturbation

sampling

#
𝐶(𝑋|𝑋)
# 𝑑𝐿
𝑋,

Transformer
encoder

# 𝑋)
#
𝑄! (𝑍|
𝑍#
functions

#
𝑃" (∆𝐿|𝑍)
length
predictor

# 𝑍& }, ∆𝐿)
𝑍 = 𝑓% ({𝑍,

#
𝑃# (𝑌|𝑍)

𝑍&
classifier’s
internal states

length
transform 𝑍

function
classifier

'
𝜕𝑃! (𝑌 = 𝑌" |𝑍)
𝜕𝑍'

𝑃$ (𝑋|𝑍)
Transformer
decoder

Figure 2: Architecture of the sequence DAE.
A.4

Designing protein sequences with novel secondary structures

We explore the possibility of designing a protein with an all-alpha fold – a secondary structure that is almost
exclusively α-helical – starting from a sequence of a protein having all-beta fold, with a secondary structure
composed almost exclusively of β-sheets). We started with Beta-2-microglobulin protein (PDB: 4N0F, chain
B) which is composed only of beta-sheets. We perform the sampling by conditioning on ion transmembrane
transporter activity (GO:0015075). α-helices are the most common protein structure elements embedded in
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membranes, so the designed sequence is expected to be composed of α-helices. The sampling results after
seven MCMC steps are shown in Fig. 3. The designed sequence has no known homologs in the PDB and has
only maximal 36% sequence identical to the sequences in the Uniprot database. The sequence is folded using
trRosetta package [30]. Using an external protein function classifier, we show that the designed sequence is
predicted to have a desired function.
PDB: 4N0F (chain B)

trRosetta:

Re-designed by conditioning on
“ion transmembrane transporter
activity” (GO:0015075)

Input sequence:

Designed sequence:

>>IQRTPKIQVYSRHPAENGKSNFLNCYVSGFHPSDIEVDLLKNGERIEKVEHSDLSFSKDW
SFYLLYYTEFTPTEKDEYACRVNHVTLSQPKIVKWDRDM

Known functions:

>>IRPPQQVRHYPENNKKMMHFYAELLKYLKKGEEKVVAKRASFPQLAAYYSW
LLEEAVTTQQPKKFDDAALYYALLTTVYLPAAFLVDDM

Predicted functions:

protein binding
identical protein binding
protein homodimerization activity
protein dimerization activity

GO term

Name

Prob

Reliability

GO:0055085

transmembrane transport

0.962

H

GO:0034220

ion transmembrane transport

0.942

H

GO:0051171

regulation of nitrogen compound metabolic process

0.926

H

GO:0006811

ion transport

0.916

H

GO:0019222

regulation of metabolic process

0.915

H

GO:1903506

regulation of nucleic acid-templated transcription

0.911

H

GO:0006810

transport

0.910

H

GO:0051252

regulation of RNA metabolic process

0.909

H

Figure 3: A designed sequence of α-helical protein obtained by altering the sequence of a β-protein
by conditioning the sampling process with ion transmembrane transporter activity function label.
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